
    
Order Code : 20213595.1C

Name :  Lea Strength Tester

Specifications:

The lea strength of yarn is one of the major properties on which the suitability of yarn for its
ultimate end use depends. 

The test for determination of lea strength consists of making a lea from the yarn with the
help of a warp reel and testing it on the lea strength tester, which registers the maximum
load at which the lea starts unraveling.

The GLOBE Lea Strength Tester is constructed on a study fabricated steel structure with a
heavy base plate which can be directly placed on the ground. The lea is placed between two
pins, one of which is moving and the other is attached to a load measuring arrangement.
The moving pin is driven through a screw arrangement driven by a motor and a worm
reduction gearbox. Provision has been made for automatically stopping the motor at the
extreme positions of the moving pin. Two movable pins are provided, one for testing metric
leas of 1 metre swift perimeter and the second for testing imperial leas of 1.5 yards swift
perimeter.

In electronic  type testers the load is  measured with the help of a load cell  and digital
indicator having a peak hold and overload protection facility. 

The apparatus is finished in shore blue matalic painting and bright chrome or zinc plating to
give it a corrosion resistant finish.

Note: Specifications are subject to change, Photos shown above are Indicative, Actual Product can Vary.
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TECHNICAL DATA

Capacity

Electronic model : 0 - 500 kg x 0.1kg

Traverse speed : 300 mm per minute

Traverse of grip : 200 mm

Perimeter of lea : Imperial - 54 inches, metric - 100 cm

Motor : ¼ HP single-phase 230 volts AC

Note: Specifications are subject to change, Photos shown above are Indicative, Actual Product can Vary.
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